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Abstract
A basic model in the study of structural rigidity is a network of rigid bars connected at their
endpoints by exible joints; this can be represented by what is called here a frame, which is
a graph G realized in Euclidean space with straight-line edges. The edges act as constraints,
xing the distances between vertices. The degrees of freedom of a frame, i.e., the dimension
of the space of innitesimal motions of its vertices, is a standard measure of its exibility. A
long-standing open problem is to nd a purely combinatorial algorithm for computing the generic
degrees of freedom in three dimensions,  (G), a number which depends on the graph alone. This
paper focuses on the special case of molecular graphs and their frames, in which an additional
edge is added for each edge-pair angle (i.e., the squares of graphs); such graphs are used to
model atom-bond networks with bond-angle forces, which arise in the study of glasses. The
main result of this paper is a recurrence relation, which, when combined with previous work by
the author, yields a practical algorithm to produce both upper and lower bounds on  (G). The
result is stated for molecular graphs in three dimensions, but has analogs for standard graphs in
two or three dimensions. The algorithm uses a generalization of ear decomposition, here called
chain decomposition. The paper gives as a corollary a simple characterization of two classes of
molecular graphs for which one can compute  (G) exactly. The paper also gives the following
theorem: if a graph is edge two-connected and has no chordless cycle of length greater than 6,
the corresponding molecular graph is rigid. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A central open problem in the theory of structural rigidity is that of nding a com-
binatorial algorithm for computing the number of degrees of freedom of a graph in
three or more dimensions [4,7,10,11,19,22]. One assumes that the graph is realized
in Euclidean space, and that each edge xes the distance between its two endpoints.
Here, such a realization is called a frame 1 on the graph G. The number of degrees of
freedom is the dimension of the space of innitesimal motions of the vertices under the
edge constraints. A frame models a network of rigid rods or bars, connected at their
endpoints by exible (universal) joints; the degrees of freedom is a basic measure of
the exibility of the network. 2 The focus here is on the generic degrees of freedom,
 = (G), a number which depends only on the graph [10, Section 2]. A combinatorial
algorithm to compute  is one which uses only the graph (not a realization); one of
the main goals in seeking such an algorithm is to better understand the relationship
between the topological structure of a frame and its rigidity.
For graphs realized in only two dimensions, there are a number of combinatorial
algorithms to compute  [4,10,12], all of which rely on a theorem of Laman [14]. In
three dimensions however, the analog of Laman’s theorem yields only a lower bound
on  . Despite considerable eort, as noted in [5,10,11,22], natural generalizations of
Laman’s theorem do not work in three or higher dimensions. Other related approaches,
which are conjectured to give combinatorial characterizations of rigid graphs in three
dimensions are: (1) the decomposition of a graph via local ‘Henneberg’ operations [22],
[10, Section 5.3], and (2) the use of Dress’s conjecture [10, Section 5.6]. However,
even if correct, these approaches would not immediately yield practical algorithms for
computing  .
Computation of degrees of freedom is one of the rst steps in analyzing models of
complex molecules [11] such as polymers or DNA fragments. In materials physics, the
computation of degrees of freedom is a valuable tool for understanding the properties
of atom-bond network models of materials [9,13,17,18,20,21]. Disordered or amorphous
materials such as glasses are of special interest; and it is for models of these that the
generic degrees of freedom is most useful. In the study of such models of disordered
materials, one needs to compute  for networks with thousands of vertices, which are
too large for standard methods, 3 so that combinatorial methods have become important.
For a two-dimensional model of a glass, in order to study the evolution of rigid clusters,
two implementations of an algorithm of Hendrickson [12] have been used recently
1 The term frame comes from a paper by Maxwell [16]. Other common terms are framework or
bar-and-joint framework [24].
2 Physicists sometimes call the degrees of freedom \zero-frequency modes" or \oppy modes" since they
represent the vibrational modes of a system that have no energy cost.
3 Non-generic degrees of freedom can be computed for graphs with up to a few hundred vertices using
linear algebra [7,9,13]. The same method can also be used to give a polynomial-time randomized algorithm
for computing  , using the fact that almost all realizations are generic.
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[17,21]. In this model there is a sharp \phase transition" from non-rigid to rigid, similar
to the phase transitions seen in classic connectivity percolation. 4
In three dimensions, materials made of covalent molecules are of particular interest;
in that case, the angles between neighboring edges, as well as the lengths of the edges
are treated as xed. A standard model for such a network can be obtained as follows.
Given a graph G representing the network, let bG be its square, i.e., the graph obtained
by adding a new edge between every pair of second neighbors of G. An atom-bond
network with the topology of G can be represented by a frame on bG, here called a
molecular frame.
Since the problem of computing  exactly by combinatorial means appears to be very
dicult, even for molecular graphs, my approach has been to search for combinatorial
algorithms to compute bounds on  . In previous work [6,7], I found an algorithm
that gives a lower bound on  for molecular frames, using a method I call chain
decomposition on the underlying graph, which is a generalization of ear decomposition
[23]. The main result of [7] is a practical implementation of the algorithm which
produces a locally optimal lower bound. Using this as a heuristic for approximating  
for large instances of a standard graph model [13], J. Terso and I found intriguing
behavior for this model [9].
The main result of this paper is that chain decomposition also produces an upper
bound (Theorem 3). Showing this is much more dicult than showing that it produces a
lower bound; I give here a self-contained proof which uses only linear algebra (i.e., does
not require rigidity theory or matroid theory). The theorem yields a polynomial-time
algorithm to compute upper and lower bounds on  for any molecular graph. The
paper also gives, as a corollary to the main theorem, two classes of graphs for which
it is easy to compute  exactly (Theorems 4 and 5); in fact, these classes can be
recognized in polynomial time, using further variations on ear decomposition [8]. The
nal result given here is that the molecular frame of any edge two-connected graph
with no chordless cycle of length greater than six is rigid (Theorem 6). This can be
used to give a fast proof of rigidity for many molecular graphs (e.g., Buckyballs). I am
interested primarily in applications to models of glasses, and thus focus on molecular
frames; however, the results here have analogs for standard frames in two or three
dimensions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Basic denitions are given in Section 2,
and useful combinatorial tools are derived in Section 3. Simple formulas for degrees of
freedom of molecular trees and cycles (Theorems 1 and 2) are then proved in Section 4.
The key tools for proving the main theorem (Lemmas 7 and 8) are introduced in Sec-
tion 5. The main result (Theorem 3), which gives the recurrence relation for computing
bounds on  , is stated and proved in Section 6. Applications of the main theorem to
special classes of graphs are explored in Sections 7 and 8. The proofs of several
4 Rigidity percolation [17,20,21] is currently a subject of intensive study, as described in several presen-
tations at a DIMACS workshop on combinatorial methods in materials science [3].
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technical lemmas are given in Section 9. Concluding remarks and open questions are
given in Section 10.
2. Denition of frame and degrees of freedom
A graph or network, G=(V; E), consists of a nite set V of vertices and a set E of
edges, unordered pairs of distinct vertices in V . Unless stated otherwise, assume that
G is connected. Usually, the edge (i; j) will be represented simply by ij.
A realization (or embedding) of a graph G in E3 (Euclidean three-dimensional
space) is an assignment to each vertex i of a point pi in E3. Each edge is assigned a
directed straight-line segment joining its endpoints. Such an assignment will be denoted
by p(G). Call such a realization a frame on the graph G. Usually, i will be used to
represent the point pi, and ij to represent the directed line segment j − i.
To formulate the denition of generic degrees of freedom, it is helpful to recall
the standard denition of degrees of freedom and its derivation. Imagine that each
vertex position i is a function of time. Given a frame p(G), one can represent the
constraint due to edge ij as ( j − i)2 = ( ij)2 = c2ij, where cij is the (constant) edge
length. Dierentiating this expression, and letting i denote the velocity of vertex i
(the derivative of i with respect to time), we get
( ij)(j − i) = 0: (1)
One can rewrite the set of equations represented by Eq. (1) in matrix form as R=0;
the matrix R = R[ p(G)] is called the rigidity matrix for the frame. 5 (See Fig. 1.)
The vector  = (1; 2; : : : ; n), where each i is a 3-vector, can be interpreted as
an innitesimal motion of the set of vertices. The set of solutions to Eq. (1) is the
subspace of innitesimal motions that respect the constraints imposed by the edges. In
other words, a relation among the columns of R represents an (innitesimal) internal
motion of the frame. On the other hand, a relation among the rows of R represents
an internal stress in the frame, which is caused by redundant edges (see [24, pp. 437,
439]).
Given a frame, the number of degrees of freedom (sometimes called the degree of
freedom) is dened as the dimension of the subspace of motions, which is 3n−rank R
(since R has 3n columns). This can be viewed as the number of degrees of freedom
of n unconstrained vertices minus the number of non-redundant constraints.
For our purposes, the interesting quantity is
 =  (G) = 3n− r; (2)
5 In physics, the symmetric matrix D = RRT is called the dynamical matrix, and plays the role of the
spring constant in Hooke’s Law, where the edges are the springs. (See [15, pp. 208{212; 1, pp. 430{443].)
The paper [7] contains a dierent derivation of R which uses a potential energy argument to derive D
directly.
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Fig. 1. Frame (a) and its rigidity matrix (b). The row for edge ij has only two non-zero entries: ij and −ij,
where ij is the 3-vector from point i to point j.
where r is the maximum of rank R over all realizations of G. 6 An important set of
realizations of G for which the rigidity matrix achieves this maximum rank is the set
of generic realizations, 7 and  is also called the generic degree of freedom (see [22,
pp. 32{33]). It turns out that almost all realizations of a graph are generic [10, pp.
22{24]. Thus,  is a combinatorial property of the graph alone; moreover, it is almost
always the correct number of degrees of freedom for a given (realized) frame.
3. Basic tools for computation of degrees of freedom
Since the rigidity matrix R has such a simple form it is natural to try to compute
(or nd bounds on)  by computing bounds on the rank of R. A basic tool for a lower
bound on the rank (or upper bound on  ) is the lemma below. Say that a matrix M
has weak 2-block-triangular form with blocks A and B, if it has the form
A C
0 B

;
where A; B, and C are arbitrary (compatibly sized) matrices, and 0 is an all-zero
matrix. In this denition, A and B can be on either diagonal, and C and 0 can be
in either corner. The term weak is used to distinguish this from the case in which A
and B are square. Dene weak k-block-triangular form similarly. The proof is an easy
exercise in linear algebra (although it does not appear in standard texts), and is left to
the reader.
6 Some authors dene generic degrees of freedom to be  − 6, since, if G has at least three vertices,
any non-collinear representation allows three independent translations and three independent rotations. In
k dimensions, the rigidity matrix R is dened similarly. In that case,  = kn − rank R. Since there are
k independent translations and k(k − 1)=2 rotations, if G has at least k vertices in general position, then
 >k(k + 1)=2.
7 Non-generic realizations are those in which the vertices lie on some algebraic surface; such realizations
may have extra degrees of freedom caused by the resulting extra relations among the rows of R. An algebraic
method for representing such degenerate realizations is given in [26].
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Fig. 2. Rigidity matrix for the Pruning Lemma in the case  = 3.
Lemma 1 (Rank lemma). If a matrix M has weak 2-block-triangular form with
blocks A and B; then rank M>rank A+ rank B.
Using the Rank lemma, we can prove two lemmas which will help in computing
 . The lemmas generalize the \three-valent vertex addition lemma" and \four-valent
vertex addition lemma" (also called the \edge-split lemma") of Tay and Whiteley [22,
Propositions 4:1 and 4:3]. Given a graph G = (V; E) and vertex u, let V − u denote
the vertex set V − fug, and let G − u denote the graph formed by deleting u and
all its incident edges. First consider pruning (removing) or adding a vertex of degree
at most three. The proof is not dicult, but is given to illustrate a basic method
for deriving bounds on  : to prove a lower bound, delete rows that are dependent
in any realization (redundant edges); to prove an upper bound, construct a specic
non-degenerate realization and use the Rank lemma.
Lemma 2 (Pruning lemma). If G= (V; E) is a graph with a vertex u of degree 63
then
 (G) =  (G − u) + 3− : (3)
Proof. First, we know that
 (G) = 3jV j − rank R(G) = 3jV − uj+ 3− rank R(G):
Partition R into blocks (as in Fig. 2), so that R1 is the rigidity matrix of G − u. The
submatrix [Z jU ] has  rows corresponding to the edges incident to u, and U is the
 3 matrix corresponding to vertex u. Observe that  (G − u) = 3jV − uj − rank R1.
Since rank U6, so that rank R6rank R1 + , we get  (G)> (G− u)+3− . From
the Rank lemma (Lemma 1), rank R>rank R1 + rank U . We can easily construct a
realization such that rank U =  (if  = 3 and u is adjacent to a; b, and c, choose
positions of these vertices so that ua; ub, and uc are not coplanar). Using this fact, we
get  (G)6 (G − u) + 3− .
R=

Z U
R1 0

; U =
24 uaub
uc
35 :
Now consider inserting a vertex of degree four into an existing edge (splitting the
edge into two pieces). Let G be a graph with edge ab and let c and d be two other
distinct vertices of G. Let G0 be the graph obtained by adding a new vertex q, replacing
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Fig. 3. (a) Graph G; (b) graph G0 constructed in the Edge-split lemma, by splitting edge ab.
ab with aq and qb, and adding the new edges qc and qd. Say that G0 is obtained from
G be an edge split on the edge ab (see Fig. 3). The edge ab will be called independent
if its row in R is independent.
Lemma 3 (Edge-split lemma). Let G be a graph with an independent edge ab; and
let G0 be a graph obtained by an edge split on ab. Then; for some realization of G0;
rank R0 = rank R + 3; where R and R0 are the respective rigidity matrices of G and
G0; and hence  (G0) =  (G).
Proof. The lower bound is easy: since we are deleting one independent row and adding
four new rows, it is clear that rank R06rank R− 1 + 4 = rank R+ 3.
For the upper bound, we can use the trick in the proof of [22, Proposition 4.3]:
choose a realization of G0 such that q lies along the edge ab, so that qa; qb, and ab
are collinear, and so that qb; qc, and qd are not coplanar. Let R00 be the same as R
without the row corresponding to ab. Then R0 can be partitioned as
R0 =

Z Q
R00 0

;
where the top four rows [Z jQ] correspond to the four edges incident to q.
Using the collinearity of qa; qb, and ab we can replace the row for qa in R0 with
the row for ab which yields
R0 =

Z 0 Q0
R 0

;
where [Z 0jQ0] now has three rows.
By the Rank lemma (Lemma 1), rank R0>rank R + rank Q0. Since qb; qc; qd are
not coplanar, rank Q0 = 3. The result then follows.
If the edge ab is not independent, then one can only show that  (G)− 16 (G0)6
 (G) (and examples can be constructed achieving both bounds). In the next section,
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Fig. 4. (a) Graph G; (b) frame on G; (c) molecular frame on G (the dotted and dashed lines are the angle
edges).
we will also need the following consequence of the Edge-split lemma. The proof is
immediate.
Lemma 4 (Corollary to Edge-split lemma). Let R and R0 be dened as in Lemma 3.
If R has full row rank; then so does R0.
Simple as these lemmas are, in two dimensions their analogues suce to give a
complete combinatorial characterization of minimally rigid frames (also called isostatic
frames) [22]. All isostatic frames can be built by a sequence of such vertex additions
and edge splits, called a Henneberg sequence, and any frame built by such a sequence is
isostatic. The characterization does not lead directly to a good algorithm for computing
degrees of freedom, but can be used to give an inductive proof of Laman’s theorem
[22, Theorem 3.5], which is the basis for all combinatorial algorithms that I know of
for computing degrees of freedom in two dimensions.
For three dimensions, it has been conjectured by Graver, Whiteley, and others that
these two lemmas, along with a vertex-addition lemma for vertices of degree ve,
suce to characterize isostatic frames (Conjecture 4.7 of [22]). All isostatic frames
can be built by a sequence of such vertex additions, but it is not known whether every
such sequence yields an isostatic frame.
4. Molecular frames: trees and cycles
Given a graph G, let bG be the graph obtained by adding a new edge between every
pair of second neighbors of G. 8 A molecular frame on G is simply a frame on the new
graph bG. (See Fig. 4.) The new edges will be called angle edges (based on the inter-
pretation of bG as a model of a molecule with xed bond angles). Denote the rigidity
matrix for a molecular frame by bR= R( bG).
8 The graph bG is also called the square of G. The kth power of G is the graph with an edge added
between every pair of vertices whose distance is k or less. Note that the cube of a graph is always rigid in
three dimensions, and, in general, the kth power of a graph is always rigid in k dimensions.
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The analog to the Pruning lemma for molecular frames is given below (Lemma 6).
It requires an additional lemma, which formalizes an observation used in [20] and [7].
Lemma 5 (Angle lemma). Let v be a vertex of graph G with d>2 neighbors. Then;
in bG; at most 2d− 3 of the angle edges between the neighbors of v yield independent
rows in bR.
Proof. We know that v has at least two neighbors in G, say a and b. Suppose u is a
third neighbor in G. Look at a frame on bG in which C; a; b, and u are in general position.
The six vectors joining them are clearly independent in E3; thus, the corresponding
rows of bR are also independent. Since they form a (rigid) tetrahedron, the rows must
form a maximal independent set in the row space of bR. We may assume that the d
edges incident to v are in the row space of bR. Thus, if the d−2 neighbors not equal to
a or b each contributes two angle-edge rows, the resulting set of rows from d edges,
the angle-edge ab, and the 2(d− 2) other angle-edges is also a maximal independent
set. Thus, the remaining angle-edge rows are dependent in bR.
We are now ready to extend the Pruning lemma to molecular frames.
Lemma 6 (Molecular pruning lemma). Let u be a vertex of degree one in G; v the
vertex adjacent to u; and d the degree of v in G. Then;
 ( bG) =(  ( [G − u) + 3− d if d63;
 ( [G − u) if d> 3: (4)
Proof Sketch. First apply the Angle lemma, if necessary, so that the degree of u inbG is, eectively, at most 3, then apply the Pruning lemma (Lemma 2, Section 3).
In subsequent sections, the main role of the Molecular pruning lemma is that it
allows us to restrict attention to graphs with minimum degree at least two. From this
lemma we can also give the following simple formula for the degrees of freedom of a
molecular tree. (Using the Pruning lemma, it is easy to derive the analogous formula
for a standard tree.)
Theorem 1 (Molecular tree theorem). If T is a tree with n vertices and l leaves; then;
for n>2;  (bT ) = n− l+ 5.
Proof Sketch. Use induction on n; for the inductive step, apply the Molecular pruning
lemma to remove a leaf.
In the next section, we will need to be able to compute  for a molecular cycle,
which is dened as follows. Recall that a path of length q in G is a sequence of q
consecutive edges, (h0; h1); (h1; h2); : : : ; (hq−1; hq), where the vertices, h0; h1; h2; : : : ; hq,
are distinct (except that possibly h0=hq, in which case the path is also called a cycle).
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Fig. 5. Realizations of molecular cycles as triangulated convex polyhedra: n=4; 5; 6. The thick lines are the
original cycles; the dashed lines are used for hidden edges; redundant (angle) edges are not shown.
A path will usually be represented by listing the sequence of vertices with no commas:
h0h1h2 : : : hq. A molecular cycle is simply the molecular graph determined by a cycle.
We will use Cn to denote a cycle on n vertices, and bCn the corresponding molecular
cycle.
The following theorem gives a simple formula for  for any molecular cycle. To
prove the theorem for cycles of length less than 6, we will use Cauchy’s theorem [2],
given in [24, Theorem 3.1; 10, Corollary, p. 9], which says that if a (non-molecular)
frame can be realized as a triangulated, convex polyhedron in E3, then it is rigid ( =6).
To prove the theorem for cycles of length greater than 6, we will use induction and
the Edge-split lemma (Lemma 3).
Theorem 2 (Cycle theorem). Let Cn be a cycle on n vertices; where n>3. Then
 ( bCn) = maxfn; 6g.
Proof. The case n= 3 (a triangle) is trivial. For n= 4; 5, or 6, one can show that (a
subset of) the edges of bCn can be realized as a triangulated convex polyhedron, and
is hence rigid by Cauchy’s theorem. (See Fig. 5.)
We prove the theorem for n> 6 by induction on n, using the following hypothesis.
For each n, and some realization of Cn; rank bRn = 2n andbRn is independent. ( bRn is the rigidity matrix for bCn.)
Note that in the case n= 6;  ( bC6) = 6, so that rank bR6 = 12 = 2n; Moreover, since
there are exactly 12 rows in bR6, the rows must be independent.
The key to the inductive step is to show that a cycle on n + 1 vertices can be
generated by splitting an angle edge ab, then removing one other edge, as shown in
Fig. 6. Let H be the graph obtained by splitting edge ab in bCn. Let bRn and RH be
the respective rigidity matrices of bCn and H . We may assume that bRn is independent
and rank bRn = 2n (by induction); then, by the Edge-split lemma, we can choose a
realization of H so that rank RH = rank bRn + 3 = 2n + 3. Using the corollary to the
Edge-split lemma, RH is independent: since bRn+1 is RH minus one row, bRn+1 is also
independent, and rank bRn+1 = rank RH − 1 = 2(n+ 1).
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Fig. 6. (Inductive step of the Cycle theorem.) Obtaining a molecular cycle with n + 1 vertices by an edge
split on a molecular cycle with n vertices. In bCn, solid lines are cycle edges and dashed lines are angle
edges. H is formed by splitting the edge (n − 1; 1), then creating four new edges, shown as thick lines in
H ; bCn+1 is formed by deleting the edge (n; 2), shown as a dotted line in H .
5. The chain-pruning lemma
The main result of this paper is the Chain recurrence, given in Theorem 3, which
allows one to compute bounds on  using a method similar to ear decomposition, here
called chain decomposition. In this section, the terminology and two key lemmas that
are needed in the proof of the main theorem are given.
A chain in G is a path (or cycle) C such that all of its internal vertices (if any)
have degree exactly two, and its endpoints have degree at least three. (See Fig. 7.)
If C is a cycle, it is a closed chain. The graph G − C is obtained by deleting the
edges of C, then deleting any vertices of degree zero. If G − C has more connected
components than G, then C is a disconnecting chain. 9 The graph of Fig. 7 illustrates
this terminology.
The following generalization of Lemma 6 is the core of the proof of the main
theorem. Part (1) is the same as Lemma 1 of [7].
Lemma 7 (Chain-pruning lemma). Let C be a chain in graph G.
1.  ( bG)> ( [G − C) + jCj − 6.
2. If C has length six or less; then  ( bG)6 ( [G − C).
3. If C has length six or more; then  ( bG)6 ( [G − C) + jCj − 6.
Proof (Part 1). The proof is based on the decomposition of the rigidity matrix bR
that is illustrated in Fig. 8. One can see that rank bR6rank bR1 + rank bR2 + rank bR3,
where bR1 =R( [G − C), bR2 =R( bC), and bR3 contains the rows for edges joining [G − C
9 An ear is a non-disconnecting chain [23].
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Fig. 7. In the graph above, def and fkh are both chains of length two and  is a chain of length one. Chain
def is a disconnecting chain, and hijh is a closed chain. The cycle abcda is not a chain because the degree
of d is only three. (An isolated cycle is also not a chain.)
Fig. 8. Illustration of the decomposition for Part 1 of the Chain-pruning lemma. (a) Graph G with chain C
of length 5; (b) molecular graph bG; (c) bR is the rigidity matrix for bG. bR1 is the rigidity matrix for [G − C.
The rows of bR2 correspond to edges within bC (boldface edges). The rows of bR3 correspond to the angle
edges joining bC to [G − C (dashed edges).
to bC. There are 2jCj − 1 rows in bR2. From the Angle lemma, there are at most
four independent rows in bR3. Combining these facts with  ( bG) = 3jV j − rank bR, and
 ( [G − C) = 3(jV j − jCj+ 1)− rank bR1, yields the stated lower bound.
(Part 2) In the trivial case, jCj=1, so [G − C has a subset of the constraints of bG,
i.e.,  ( bG)6 ( [G − C).
We will now prove the hardest remaining case, jCj = 6, and will sketch a proof
for the other remaining cases afterwards. Assume that G has a chain C of length
six, denoted by the path abuvwcd (possibly a = d). Let G1 = G − uvw and cG1 the
corresponding molecular frame. (See Fig. 9.)
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Fig. 9. (a) Graph G with chain C= abuvwcd; (b) the corresponding molecular frame bG; (c) bG1 = [G − uvw.
If we can show that  ( bG)6 ( bG1), then we can prune the vertices b and c, using
Lemma 6 to get  ( bG1)6 [ (G1 − fb; cg) =  ( [G − C), which is the result we want.
To show  ( bG)6 ( bG1), recall that if bR is the rigidity matrix of (any good realization
of) bG then  ( bG) = 3jV j − rank bR. Rearrange and decompose bR so that the last nine
columns are those corresponding to vertices u, v, and w, and the top rows [X jU ] are all
the rows with non-zero entries in these nine columns (where U contains these nine
columns). Then, bR has the form
bR= " X UbR1 0
#
:
The matrix bR1 is the rigidity matrix for bG1. Using the Rank lemma (Lemma 1), we
can show that
 ( bG)63jV − fu; v; wgj+ 9− rank bR1 − rank U =  ( bG1) + 9− rank U : (5)
Thus, to show that  ( bG)6 ( bG1), we need only prove that, for some realization of bG,
rank U = 9. We may assume that U contains only nine rows, corresponding to graph
edges uv, vw, ub, wc, and angle edges ua, vb, uw, vc, and wd (see Eq. (6)).
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U =
−u− −v− −w−
266666666666664
uC −uC 0
0 Cw −Cw
uw 0 −uw
ua 0 0
ub 0 0
0 Cb 0
0 Cc 0
0 0 wc
0 0 wd
377777777777775
:
(6)
Notice that in each group of three columns of U there are four non-zero 3-vectors;
if there were only three vectors, and they were independent in E3, one could conclude
that any dependence among the rows of U is also a dependence of each set of three
vectors (and is hence trivial). Thus, we choose a realization so that each of the three
sets fuw, ua , ubg, fCw, wc, wdg, and fCu, Cb, Ccg are not all coplanar: then, after a
few suitable row operations, one can apply the three-vector argument to each column
in turn. This shows that rank U = 9, proving the case jCj= 6.
Similar proofs work for the remaining cases. For the cases jCj 2 f2; 3; 4g, let C =
?u?, where ? represents one or two vertices. Then let G1 = G − u and show that
rank bR>rank bR1 + 3. For jCj = 5, let C = abuvcd; let G1 = G − uv and show that
rank bR>rank bR1 + 6.
(Part 3) Let C = abuvwcd?, where ? represents m>0 vertices. We can reuse the
proof for jCj=6, with G1=G−uvw, showing that  ( bG)6 ( bG1). Using the Molecular
pruning lemma (Lemma 6) repeatedly, we get  ( bG1)= ( [G − C)+m. Since m=jCj−6,
 ( bG)6 ( [G − C) + jCj − 6:
We can give tight bounds for disconnecting chains and closed chains by using the
Separation lemma (Lemma 8) given below. The terminology used is as follows. A
vertex v in G=(V; E) is called a separating vertex (or articulation point) if V=V1[V2,
E=E1 [E2, V1 \V2 = fvg, and E1 \E2 = ;. Say that v separates G into G1 = (V1; E1)
and G2 = (V2; E2). (See Fig. 10.)
The Separation lemma is intuitively reasonable, but its proof requires a detailed rank
argument. Thus, we state the lemma here, but give the proof in Section 9.
Lemma 8 (Separation lemma). If G has a separating point v which separates G into
G1 and G2; then
(i) if the degree of v is at least 2 in both G1 and G2 then  ( bG)= ( bG1)+ ( bG2)−6;
(ii) if the degree of v is at least 2 in G1 and 1 in G2; then  ( bG)= ( bG1)+ ( bG2)−5:
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Fig. 10. Vertex v separates G into G1 and G2. The two cases of the Separation lemma are (a) the degree
of v is at least 2 in both G1 and G2; and (b) the degree of v is at least 2 in G1 but only 1 in G2.
6. Chain recurrence for bounds on degrees of freedom
In this section, we state and prove the main result: a recurrence relation which yields
an algorithm to compute upper and lower bounds on  for molecular graphs. This is
given as the Recurrence Theorem (3) below. To simplify the statement of Theorem 3,
we call a chain that is either disconnecting or has at least six edges a long chain, and
a chain that is not disconnecting and has at most six edges a short chain. (In Fig. 7,
def is the only long chain.) Note that non-disconnecting chains of length 6 are both
long and short.
Theorem 3 (Chain recurrence). (1) If C is a long chain in G then
 ( bG) =  ( [G − C) + jCj − 6: (7)
(2) If C is a short chain then
maxf6;  ( [G − C) + jCj − 6g6 ( bG)6 ( [G − C): (8)
(3) If C is a short; closed chain then
 ( bG) =  ( [G − C): (9)
Proof. (1) If jCj>6, then the statement follows directly from the Chain-pruning lemma
(Lemma 7, Parts 1 and 3). If jCj< 6, but C is disconnecting, we still get the lower
bound from the Chain-pruning lemma (Part 1). For the upper bound, we can use the
Separation lemma (Lemma 8). Let v be one endpoint of the chain, and apply the
Separation lemma, case (ii), to G to get  ( bG)=  ( bG1)+  ( bG2)− 5. In G2, C forms a
tail of jCj edges, ending with vertex v. (See Fig. 11.) Remove the vertices of the tail,
using the appropriate case of the Molecular chain-pruning lemma (Lemma 6), to get
 ( bG2) =  ( [G2 − C) + jCj − 1. Thus,  ( bG) =  ( [G − C) + jCj − 1− 5.
(2) For jCj66, the lower bound comes from Lemma 7 (Part 1) combined with the
fact that  >6. The upper bound is from Lemma 7 (Part 2).
(3) This is a corollary of the Cycle theorem (Theorem 2) and the Separation lemma
(Lemma 8). If C is a closed chain (a cycle), apply the Separation lemma, case (i), to
get  ( bG)=  ( [G − C)+  ( bC)−6: For jCj66, by the Cycle theorem, we get  ( bC)=6,
so that  ( bG) =  ( [G − C).
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Fig. 11. (Part 1 of the Chain-recurrence theorem.) If C is disconnecting, then G can be separated into graphs
G1 and G2, where G2 has a tail of jCj edges.
Fig. 12. Examples of graphs illustrating that the bounds of the Chain-recurrence theorem (Part 2) are
best possible. Each graph shown has an open chain of length three. However,  (G1 − C1) = 10, so that
 (G1) = 7 =  (G1 − C1)− 3 =  (G1 − C1) + jC1j − 6, while  (G2) = 6 =  (G2 − C2).
Unfortunately, the bounds in (2) of the Chain-recurrence theorem (Theorem 3) can-
not be improved without looking at other structural information in the graph. The
graphs in Fig. 12 give examples where the bounds are attained.
It is not hard to see how to use the Chain-recurrence theorem to compute upper and
lower bounds on  for any molecular graph (whose underlying graph has minimum
degree at least two), as stated in the Corollary below. See Fig. 13 for an example. The
following notation allows one to describe the algorithm precisely.
Let P=(P1; P2; : : : ; Pk) be any sequence of paths or cycles. Let G0=G, G1=G−P1,
and in general, Gi = Gi−1 − Pi. If Pi is a chain in Gi−1 for all i, then P is a
chain sequence in G of length k. If, in addition, Gk contains no chains, then P is a
chain decomposition of G of length k. For the graph in Fig. 13, one possible chain
decomposition (shown) is (fg; hijh; fkh; defl); another is (def; lh; glf; hkfgh).
Corollary to Theorems 2 and 3. The chain recurrence yields a polynomial-time al-
gorithm to compute both upper and lower bounds on  ( bG); for any graph G.
Proof. First, without loss of generality, one can always assume that the input graph has
no vertices of degree zero or one, since these can be removed and accounted for using
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Fig. 13. The sequence of graphs G = G0, G1, G2, G3, G4, is determined by the chain decomposition
(fg; hijh; fkh; de). By the Cycle theorem,  (bG4) = 6 + 6 = 12; by the Chain-recurrence theorem, Part
(1),  (bG3) = 12 + 3 − 6 = 9; by Part (2), 66 (bG2)69; by Part (3), 66 (bG1)69; nally, by Part (2),
66 (bG)69. Note that the chain decomposition (def ; hijh; fg; lgh) gives the exact answer,  (bG) = 8.
the Molecular pruning lemma (Lemma 6). Moreover, a graph of minimum degree at
least two is either a union of disjoint cycles, or has a chain (whose removal cannot
create vertices of degree zero or one). Given a chain decomposition for G, one can
compute the degrees of freedom of the resulting molecular cycles using Theorem 2
( of a cycle), together with the observation that if G has connected components
H1; H2; : : : ; Hm then  ( bG) =P  ( bHi): One can then compute the contribution to both
the upper and lower bounds by each chain in the decomposition (in reverse) using the
Chain recurrence of Theorem 3. The computation is illustrated in Fig. 13.
One can show that every chain decomposition has jEj − jV j chains, and that each
chain can be found in O(jEj) steps; so, using a naive implementation, the algorithm is
at worst O(jEj2) steps.
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Fig. 14. (a) Graph with a long-chain decomposition (LCD), (gh; befgnod); (b) graph with a short-chain
decomposition (SCD), (hijkl; fhlg; befgmnd); (c) graph with neither a LCD nor a SCD.
See [7] for an explicit description and implementation of the lower-bound algorithm,
which includes a selection rule that gives a locally optimal lower bound.
7. When does chain decomposition give the exact value of  ?
The caption in Fig. 13 shows that the order of the chains in a decomposition can
aect the quality of the bounds. Unfortunately, moreover, there are graphs such that
no pair of chain decompositions give equal upper and lower bounds; one such graph
is three (or more) parallel chains of length four between two vertices (this is rigid,
so  = 6 is correct; but the Chain recurrence theorem gives only 66 68). Thus,
chain decomposition is not sucient for computing  in all cases; an interesting open
problem is to determine the worst-case error when chain decomposition is used.
On the other hand, there are classes of graphs for which chain decomposition gives
the exact value of  , as we now show. First, some vocabulary. A long-chain de-
composition (LCD) is a chain decomposition in which all chains are long; similarly,
a short-chain decomposition (SCD) is one in which all chains are short. See Fig.
14(a) and (b) for an illustration of these terms. Note that, for a connected graph G,
in a short-chain decomposition with k chains, Gk must be a single cycle, since no
chain is disconnecting. If C=(C1; C2; : : : ; Ck) is a chain sequence for G and Gk =H ,
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say that C is a chain decomposition with respect to H . The interest is mainly in
the case that H has no chains, i.e., H is a disjoint union of cycles, but we give here
a more general statement of the results as Theorems 4 and 5. The reader can prove
both theorems easily, using the Chain recurrence theorem (Theorem 3) and induction
on the number of chains in a chain decomposition of G with respect to H , which is
jEGj − jVGj − (jEH j − jVH j).
Theorem 4. If G has a long-chain decomposition; C1; C2; : : : ; Ck ; with respect to sub-
graph H; then
 ( bG) =  ( bH)− 6k +X jCij: (10)
Theorem 5. If G has a short-chain decomposition with respect to subgraph H andbH is rigid; then bG is rigid; i.e.;  ( bG) = 6.
Of course, there are many graphs which have neither short- nor long-chain decompo-
sitions. One example is three parallel chains of length four (mentioned above); another
is given in Fig. 14(c). What is surprising is that the existence of either of these de-
compositions can be checked in polynomial time, using greedy algorithms, as described
in [8].
8. Graphs with short cycles are rigid
The short-chain decomposition theorem (Theorem 5) can be used to prove that graphs
of an interesting class are rigid. A graph is two-connected if it has no separating vertex
(a vertex whose removal disconnects the graph). A graph is chordal if there are no
chordless cycles (of length four or more). It can be shown that in two dimensions,
any two-connected, chordal (non-molecular) graph is rigid. This is not too surprising,
since every vertex in a chordal graph is contained in a triangle. A \bow-tie" graph, two
triangles joined at a single vertex, is oppy and chordal, showing that two-connectivity
is necessary. In fact, in k dimensions, a k-connected, chordal graph is rigid.
In the case of three-dimensional molecular graphs, there is another nice version of
this theorem. Two-connectivity is not necessary (e.g., a molecular bow-tie is rigid);
instead we require only edge two-connectivity, i.e., there is no edge whose removal
disconnects the graph. We can also replace \chordal" by the weaker requirement that
there are no long chordless cycles. Buckyballs are a large class of such graphs: they
are 3-regular two-connected graphs, whose minimal cycles are all of length ve or six.
Theorem 6 (Short-cycle theorem). If G contains a cycle; is edge two-connected; and
has no chordless cycle of length greater than six; then bG is rigid.
Proof. As a shorthand, say that G has short cycles if it is edge two-connected and
has no chordless cycle of length greater than six. We will prove by induction that if
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G has short cycles, and H is any short chordless cycle in G, then G has a SCD with
respect to H . Then, if G has short cycles, G must contain at least one such cycle H ;
by Theorem 5 this will show that G is rigid. As above, we use induction on k, the
number of chains in a chain decomposition of G (k = jEj − jV j).
If k =0, then G must be a single short cycle, so let H =G, and let the SCD be the
empty decomposition.
If k>1, let H be a shortest cycle in G. Let P be the shortest path (or cycle) in
G which is a chain with respect to H : P must exist since G is edge two-connected.
Observe that P must be short (of length at most six), otherwise, there is a chord in
G which creates a shorter chain with respect to H . Form G0 by contracting H to a
single vertex h. The path P becomes a short chordless cycle in G0 containing h. One
can show that, since G has short cycles, G0 must also have short cycles. Moreover,
any chain decomposition of G0 has k − 1 chains. Thus, we may assume inductively
that G0 has a SCD (C1; C2; : : : ; Ck−1) with respect to P. It is not hard to see that
(C1; C2; : : : ; Ck−1; P) is a SCD for G with respect to H .
9. The tie-down and separation lemmas
In this section, we will prove the Separation lemma (Lemma 8), which is used in
the proof of the Chain-recurrence theorem (Theorem 3). The lemma depends on the
Tie-down lemma (Lemma 11), which we now describe. Let R be the rigidity matrix
of a frame determined by G | not a molecular frame. Recall that each vertex of G
corresponds to three columns in R (since we are working in three dimensions). Given
a vertex u, call these the columns corresponding to u, or simply the columns of u.
Given a sequence of vertices (u; v; w), a tie-down for (u; v; w) is a set of columns of
R, denoted T (u; v; w), that includes one column of u, two of v, and all three of w. The
Tie-down lemma says that one can always nd a realization of G such that there is
a column basis for R (a subset of columns of R which form a basis for its column
space) that does not intersect T (u; v; w). 10
The intuition behind the lemma is as follows. Given a column basis B for R, the
columns not in B correspond to vertex coordinates (or motions) that can be chosen
freely, so that each column not in the basis can be associated with one degree of
freedom. One can imagine placing the vertices of G in space one-by-one, beginning
with w, then u and v, counting the remaining degrees of freedom available to each
vertex. Clearly, there are three degrees of freedom for w, at least two for v, and at
least one left for u, giving six columns not in the basis. In other words, the lemma
says that one can compute the \non-trivial" degrees of freedom after \tying down" u,
10 More precisely, the tie-down is the set of column indices, rather than the columns themselves, since
the columns may change with the realization. I hope that the reader will not be confused if we ignore this
distinction.
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v, and w. This lemma is not new, 11 however, this version and a proof in terms of
elementary linear algebra does not seem to be available elsewhere.
The basic principle we will use in the proof of the Tie-down lemma is the following
observation. Given a rigidity matrix R with column basis B, if any elementary row
operation is performed on R, the transformed B is still a basis (with the same column
indices). This is also true for any elementary column operation on R that does not
alter any of the columns of the basis B. Given any set C of columns of R, we will
say that R can be transformed into R0 avoiding C if R0 can be obtained from R
by elementary row operations and elementary column operations that do not alter C.
Using this idea, one can prove the following two lemmas, which will be used to prove
the Tie-down lemma. (The use of Lemma 10 is the main \trick" in the proof of the
Tie-down lemma.) The lemmas are simply special cases of the Tie-down lemma; the
proofs are straightforward but somewhat tedious, and are sketched below.
Lemma 9 (Triangle lemma). Let graph G be a triangle with vertices u; v; w and edges
uv; uw; vw. Let R be its rigidity matrix (for a given realization). Let T = T (u; v; w)
be a tie-down for R; and let C be the remaining three columns. Then; there is a
realization of G such that R can be transformed; avoiding C; into a matrix R0; which
is the 3 3 identity matrix when restricted to C; and all-zero when restricted to T .
Proof Sketch. For example, if the tie-down consists of the last column of u, the last
two columns of v, and the three columns of w, one can use the realization w=(0; 0; 0),
C= (1; 0; 0), and u = (0; 1; 0). (In fact, given any realization in which u, v, and w are
not collinear, the lemma is true for some tie-down on these three vertices.)
Lemma 10 (Tetrahedron lemma). Let G=(V; E) be a union of k tetrahedra each with
base uvw; so that V=fu; v; w; a1; a2; : : : ; akg; and E contains fuv; uw; vwg together with
the k edge sets fau; av; awg for each a= ai. Let T = T (u; v; w) be a tie-down for the
rigidity matrix R; and let C be the columns not in T . Then; for some realization of
G; R can be transformed; avoiding C; into a matrix R0 such that C is a column basis;
and the columns in T are all zero.
Proof. Choose a realization in which the points u, C, and w are selected as in the Tri-
angle lemma (i.e., are non-collinear), and so that each of the sets of vectors fau; aC; awg
( a= ai) are not coplanar. Then, using row operations only, we may transform R into
the weak block-triangular form
I X
0 U

;
where I is the 3k  3k identity matrix and U is a (transformed) 3 9 matrix for the
triangle uvw, such that U minus the columns of T contains the columns of the 3 3
identity matrix.
11 W. Whiteley, private communication.
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We may make the columns in X which are not in T all-zero, by performing row
operations in R, using the rows of [0jU ]. We can then make the (whole) columns
in T all-zero, performing column operations which alter only the columns in T . The
details are left to the reader.
Lemma 11 (Tie-down lemma). Let G=(V; E) be a graph with at least three distinct
vertices u; v; w. In the rigidity matrix R; select a tie-down T (u; v; w); and let C be the
remaining columns. Then; there is a realization of G for which R has a column basis
contained in C.
Proof. Let R0 be the rigidity matrix of the complete (rigid) graph on V , obtained by
adding rows to R. If the lemma is true for R0, then it is also true for R, because any
column basis for R0 \contains" a column basis for R.
The matrix R0 contains a submatrix S , consisting of the rows of the \tetrahedron
graph" in Lemma 10 above. The tetrahedron graph is rigid, so the rows of S must
span the row space of R0, and a column basis for S can be extended to one for R0.
Thus, if the lemma is true for S , it is true for R0, and hence for R. To complete the
proof, use the Tetrahedron lemma (having chosen the positions of vertices u; v; w to
get the desired six columns in the tie-down) to show that the lemma is true for S .
We now prove the Separation lemma, which is repeated below. The proof applies
the Tie-down lemma to the separating vertex and selected neighbors.
Lemma 8. (Separation lemma). If G has a separating point v which separates G into
G1 and G2; then
(i) if the degree of v is at least 2 in both G1 and G2 then  ( bG)= ( bG1)+ ( bG2)−6;
(ii) if the degree of v is at least 2 in G1 and 1 in G2; then  ( bG)= ( bG1)+ ( bG2)−5:
Proof. Let bR be a rigidity matrix for bG such that
 ( bG) = 3jV j − rank bR= (3jV1j+ 3jV2j − 3)− rank bR:
In case (i) we need to show that rank bR = rank bR1 + rank bR2 + 3, where bR1 and bR2
are the rigidity matrices for bG1 and bG2, respectively.
Let a; b be two neighbors of v in G1, and let c; d be two neighbors of v in G2.
Using the Angle lemma (Lemma 5), from the set of rows of bR for those angle con-
straints between neighbors of V with one endpoint in V1 and the other in V2, we may
delete all except for three rows, say fac; bc; adg. Hence (see Fig. 15), rank bR6rank bR1
+ rank bR2 + 3.
To get a lower bound on the rank, decompose bR into matrices X and bR2 as shown
in Fig. 15. From the Rank lemma, rank bR>rank X + rank bR2. To bound the rank of
X , rst apply the Tie-down lemma to vertices a; b, and v within bR1. We may choose
a realization of bG1 for which a tie-down T (b; a; v) (containing one column of b, two
columns of a, and three columns of v) in bR1 are not in its column basis, i.e., are
linear combinations of the remaining columns of bR1. Hence, by performing column
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Fig. 15. Illustration for the Separation lemma. Matrix bR with blocks for bR1 and bR2 and the three angle
constraints ac; bc, and ad. Matrix X is the shaded region.
operations in the full matrix bR (but using only columns associated to bR1), we can
make the columns of T all-zero within the block for bR1. Now, choose a realization
for the rest of bG, carefully placing vertices c and d so that when the (transformed)
matrix X is restricted to the matrix contained in the rows for fac; bc; adg and the three
columns of T corresponding to vertices a and b, we have a permutation of the 3 3
identity (one may adjust the original positions of a, b, and v to make this easier).
Then, we can extend the column basis for bR1 to one for X , which includes these three
new columns, so that rank X>rank bR1 +3, and hence rank bR>rank bR1 +3+ rank bR2,
as desired.
The proof for case (ii) is exactly the same, except that we show that rank X =
rank bR1 + 2.
10. Concluding remarks
The results given here have analogs for non-molecular frames in two or three di-
mensions (all molecular frames are rigid in two dimensions); the proofs are simi-
lar, but easier in some cases. In two dimensions,  (G) =  (G − C) + jCj − 2 for
chains C which are disconnecting or have jCj>2; if jCj = 1, maxf3;  (G − C) − 1g
6 (G)6 (G−C). In three dimensions,  (G) =  (G−C) + 2jCj − 3 for chains that
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are disconnecting or length at least two; for chains of length one, maxf6;  (G−C)−1g
6 (G)6 (G − C). 12
In the context of this paper it is interesting to look at the result of Whitney [23],
which says that a graph has an ear decomposition (a chain decomposition with no
disconnecting chains) if and only if it is edge two-connected. One can view Theorem 5
as an extension of this result: if a graph has a short-chain decomposition then its square
is rigid in three dimensions. There is also an analogous plane result: a graph with a
short-chain decomposition is rigid in two dimensions (where \short" now means length
at most two). Is there a similar extension to k dimensions?
The work reported here raises several questions, in particular whether it is possible
to use additional local information in the graph to produce the exact answer. If not,
what are the best bounds possible using simple, local methods?
Whiteley (private communication) has conjectured that a very dierent approach
will compute  exactly for molecular graphs: treat the underlying graphs as if they
were generic body-hinge structures (see [25, Section 3.3]), even though they are ac-
tually highly non-generic. Recently, D. Jacobs and M. Thorpe, and independently
C. Moukarzel, have found computational evidence that the conjecture is true (reported
in discussions at [3]). A proof of the conjecture would be an exciting result: it would
give both a combinatorial characterization and a fast algorithm for generic rigidity in
molecular graphs.
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